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propagation process in the ventricles, computer simulation, 203
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fibrillation. See also arrhythmias
arrhythmias following ventricular defibrillation, 343
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arrhythmias
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measurement of the hepatic arterial "space," 611
pulmonary blood flow and volume measurements, 491
Ingestion, of food, systemic and regional hemodynamic changes during, 697
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Isoelectric response, cardiac, to countershock, 731
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Intracardial nerves, excitation in response to countershock, 731
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inhibition of release by vasopressin and vasotocin, 605
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neglectful, and cardiovascular reactivity in response to renin depletion, 709
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changes in eyes and aorta with atherosclerosis, 633
uptake and metabolism of 14 C-labeled oleic acid
in atherosclerotic aorta, 779
Liver, the hepatic arterial "space," 611
Lungs. See also Pulmonary circulation
hypoxia
effects on local cerebral blood flow, 313
and high-energy phosphates, 519
pulmonary blood pressure and flow through, 11
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Medulla, adrenal, tetrodotoxin effects on nerves to, 553
Metabolism
of 14 C-labeled oleic acid in atherosclerotic aorta, 779
energy, in myocardial ischemia, 429
mitochondrial, oxidative phosphorylation and myo-
cardial stress, 87
Microelectrodes, study of delayed conduction in the
right bundle branch, 753
Microspheres, radioactive, in measurement of um-
belical blood flow, 623
Mitochondria
oxidative phosphorylation
myocardial stress and, 87
in normal and failing hearts, 438
Models
animal, for epidemiologic and genetic studies of
congenital heart disease, 171
the hepatic vascular system, 611
of the ventricles; computer simulation of propaga-
tion process in excitation of ventricles, 203
Monoamine oxidase, increased activity during devel-
opment of cardiac hypertrophy, 361
Monoexponential analysis, of washout curves, 259
Multiple exponential analysis, of washout curves, 259
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calcium uptake in sarcoplasmic reticulum, and
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clearance of xenon and antipyrine, 259
contractility in left ventricle after epicardial innervation, 165
diastolic function: computer simulation of propaga-
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vasocons triction in exercise, 45
venous responses to temperature changes, 701
and ventricular automaticity, 248
Natriuresis
effect of vasopressin on, 605
intravascular hydrostatic pressure and, 371
Nerve transmission and cardiovascular excitability to de-
pletion of endogenous norepinephrine, 799
Nerves
acetylcholinesterase-containing nerve fibers in the
Kidney, 645
innervation, autonomic, of the atrial artery, 379
Outflow resistance, effects of changes in on left ven-
tricular pressure, volume, and ejection fraction, 213
Oxidative phosphorylation
in mitochondria
from chronically stressed hearts, 87
from normal and failing hearts, 439
from chronically stressed hearts, 87
from normal and failing hearts, 439
Oxygeneffects on acute vascular regurgitation, 83
reversal of pulmonary hypertension by prolonged ad-
ministration in chronic bronchitis, 147
Pacemakers, activity of atrial plateau fibers, 387
Paired stimulation, changes in diastolic compliance after, 291
Pulmonary hypertension, reversal by long-term Oa Pressor agent, in human stable plasma protein solution
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Potassium effects on Purkinje and ventricular action potentials, 717 response of atrial plateau fibers to, 387

Purkinje fibers, atrial, electrical characteristics, 387 Portal vein, and the hepatic arterial "space," 611 Potassium effects on Purkinje and ventricular action potentials, 717

Pressure waves artificial, dispersion and attenuation in the aorta, 509 changes with age and arterial degenerative disease, 507 Probes, heated-film velocity and shear probes for study of aortic velocity fields, 789 Propagation process, in excitation of ventricles, computer simulation, 503

Programmed effects on atrioventricular transmission system, 585 effects on transitional sinus reflex control of coronary blood flow, 223 Proxen, pressor agent in human plasma protein solutions, 307 Proxen synthesis, and labeling, RNA in cardiac hypertrophy, 451 Pulmonary artery, viscosity of blood due to non-Newtonian fluidity of, 401 Pulmonary circulation hypertension, reversal by p-amphetamine, 567 pulmonary hypertension, reversal by long-acting Oa administration in chronic bronchitis, 147 pulsatilie blood pressure and flow through isolated lung, 11 viscosity reduction due to non-occlusive distention of large pulmonary arteries, 401 Pulmonary blood pressure, and flow through the isolated lung, 11 Purkinje fibers conduction role in ventricular excitation spread, 203 potassium effects on action potentials, 717 Purinergic effects on RNA synthesis and labeling, 137
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Research Achievement Award, American Heart Assoc., 811, 812 Respiratory control, in mitochondria from normal and failing hearts, 439 Ribonucleic acid (RNA) polyenucleotide activity in cardiac hypertrophy, 451 synthesis in cardiac hypertrophy, characterization, 124 labeling, 133, 137 regulation, 137 Right bundle branch, microelectrode study of delayed conduction in, 789 RNA See Ribonucleic acid
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Programmed effects on atrioventricular transmission system, 585 effects on transitional sinus reflex control of coronary blood flow, 223 Proxen, pressor agent in human plasma protein solutions, 307 Proxen synthesis, and labeling, RNA in cardiac hypertrophy, 451 Pulmonary artery, viscosity of blood due to non-Newtonian fluidity of, 401 Pulmonary circulation hypertension, reversal by p-amphetamine, 567 pulmonary hypertension, reversal by long-acting Oa administration in chronic bronchitis, 147 pulsatilie blood pressure and flow through isolated lung, 11 viscosity reduction due to non-occlusive distention of large pulmonary arteries, 401 Pulmonary blood pressure, and flow through the isolated lung, 11 Purkinje fibers conduction role in ventricular excitation spread, 203 potassium effects on action potentials, 717 Purinergic effects on RNA synthesis and labeling, 137
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Shock

countershock

Arrhythmias induced by, 343
cardiac inotropic and coronary vascular responses to, 713

Simulation

electrical, sympathetic vasoconstrictive responses to, 45
of ventricular excitation spread, 203
Sinus node, effects of diphenylhydantoin on rate, 501
tetrodotoxin effects on conductance, 501
Sodium pentobarbital, effects on the calcium pump of the sarcoplasmic reticulum, 597
Stellate ganglion

electrical stimulation

effects on ventricular automaticity, 249
patterns of epicardial innervation in the dog, 165
Stress

and compressibility of the arterial wall, 61
myocardial; oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria, 87
-cardiovascular, during food ingestion, 687

Streptococci, in arteriolar smooth muscle, 291
Streech receptors, in pulmonary arteries, effects of distention, 401
Submaxillary gland, granules containing renin and kallikrein, 507
Summation

importance in atrioventricular nodal transmission, 68
Sympathetic nervous system

calcium block in peripheral fibers by tetrodotoxin, 553
control of ventricular automaticity, 249
coronary vasodilatation as component of cardiac sinus rhythm, 283
distribution of fibers in left ventricular epicardial planes of the dog, 165
innervation of the developing rabbit heart, 25
sodium intake and norepinephrine storage during development of hypertension, 476
tetrodotoxin effects on conduction, 501
Sodium pentobarbital, effects on the calcium pump of the sarcoplasmic reticulum, 597
Stellate ganglion

electrical stimulation

effects on ventricular automaticity, 249
patterns of epicardial innervation in the dog, 165
Steroids, adrenal, effects of withdrawal on chronic renovascular hypertension, 803
Stimulation

electrical

excitability of atrioventricular cells, 89
gained, and diastolic conduction, 203
do the sinus node, 501
delayed conduction in the right bundle branch, 753
Sympathetic

effects on vasoconstrictive responses to, 45
tetrodotoxin effects on conduction, 501
thyroid hormone effects on frequency-force relationship in atrial myocardium, 743
tyrotoxin effect on, 605
tyrotoxin, effect on frequency-force relationship of atrial myocardiun, 743
Tribal artery, pressure and flow following femoral artery occlusion, 529
Sympathectomy, carotid sinus reflex control of coronary blood flow, 239
Synthesis

cardiac septal

and left ventricular ejection, 683
hypotensive action of tetrodotoxin, 353
innervation of the uterine artery, 279
renal, and sodium excretion, 371
Vasopressin, inhibition of renin release by, 605
Vasotocin, inhibition of renin release by, 605
Veins
pulmonary, effects of pulmonary arterial distension, 401
renal venous pressure and sodium excretion, 371
responses to temperature changes, 693, 701
segmental responses to peripheral nerve stimulation, 1
Velocity
of blood flow and pressure in the human vena cava, 349
heated-film velocity and shear probes for study of aortic velocity fields, 789
Vena cava, velocity of human blood flow in, 349
Ventricles
action potentials, potassium effects, 717
automaticity, sympathetic control of, 249
contractility, valvular regurgitation and O2 consumption, 233
excitation spread, computer simulation, 203
left ejection, and blood momentum, 663
myocardial contractile force and epicardial innervation, 185
variations of end-diastolic pressure, volume, and ejection fraction, 243
total RNA content after aortic banding, 451
Vessel, segmental responses to peripheral nerve stimulation, 1
Viscoelasticity. See also Elasticity
of arteries in vivo, 111
Volume. See Blood volume
W
Washout curves, mathematical analysis; estimation of coronary blood flow by 133Xe and nitroglycerin-N2 clearance, 259
Wave transmission. See Pressure waves
X
Xenon-133, estimation of coronary blood flow by clearance of, 259
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